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Abstract
Background Simulation models utilizing real-world data have potential to optimize treatment sequencing strategies for
specific patient subpopulations, including when conducting clinical trials is not feasible. We aimed to develop a simulation
model to estimate progression-free survival (PFS) and overall survival for first-line doublet chemotherapy with or without
bevacizumab for specific subgroups of metastatic colorectal cancer (mCRC) patients based on registry data.
Methods Data from 867 patients were used to develop two survival models and one logistic regression model that populated
a discrete event simulation (DES). Discrimination and calibration were used for internal validation of these models separately
and predicted and observed medians and Kaplan–Meier plots were compared for the integrated DES. Bootstrapping was
performed to correct for optimism in the internal validation and to generate correlated sets of model parameters for use in a
probabilistic analysis to reflect parameter uncertainty.
Results The survival models showed good calibration based on the regression slopes and modified Hosmer–Lemeshow
statistics at 1 and 2 years, but not for short-term predictions at 0.5 years. Modified C-statistics indicated acceptable discrimination. The simulation estimated that median first-line PFS (95% confidence interval) of 219 (25%) patients could be
improved from 175 days (156–199) to 269 days (246–294) if treatment would be targeted based on the highest expected PFS.
Conclusions Extensive internal validation showed that DES accurately estimated the outcomes of treatment combination
strategies for specific subpopulations, with outcomes suggesting treatment could be optimized. Although results based on
real-world data are informative, they cannot replace randomized trials.

1 Introduction
Clinical outcomes for metastatic colorectal cancer (mCRC)
patients have improved substantially over the last 2 decades,
partly due to increased efficacy of systemic treatment [1].
Initially, the availability of irinotecan and oxaliplatin made
a major contribution to these improved outcomes [2–6].
Subsequently, the addition of bevacizumab, a vascular
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endothelial growth factor monoclonal antibody [7–11], was
shown to further improve patient survival outcomes. This
increase in treatment options, however, also created challenges regarding decisions about which (combination) of
these drugs should be used for first-line and subsequent lines
of treatment.
Numerous clinical trials have been performed to compare survival following first-line and second-line treatment
in mCRC. For example, first-line irinotecan-based doublet
chemotherapy [e.g., in combination with fluorouracil and
leucovorin (FOLFIRI)] compared with oxaliplatin-based
doublet chemotherapy [e.g., in combination with fluorouracil and leucovorin (FOLFOX)] has been studied [12],
as well as first- and second-line sequencing of FOLFOX
and FOLFIRI [13], and triplet chemotherapy (FOLFOXIRI)
[14]. Furthermore, clinical trials have investigated adding
bevacizumab to irinotecan- or oxaliplatin-based doublet
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Key Points
Treatment sequencing complexity in metastatic colorectal cancer (mCRC) is unlikely to be resolved by randomized clinical studies only, indicating an opportunity
for simulation models utilizing real-world data (RWD) to
provide information on optimal treatment sequencing for
specific patient subpopulations.
This study presents the first mCRC simulation model
that reflects patient heterogeneity, stochastic uncertainty,
and downstream treatment effects based on RWD, to
estimate multiple clinical outcomes based on patient and
disease characteristics and treatment history.
Results presented show that a simulation utilizing RWD
can be used to identify the optimal combination of firstline treatment options for specific mCRC patient subpopulations, demonstrating the potential of such an approach
to be extended to optimize treatment sequencing, as well
as the value it may have as a decision-support tool.

chemotherapy [15, 16] or triplet chemotherapy [17, 18], as
well as maintenance strategies [19]. However, although preferable, clinical trials cannot be used to evaluate all relevant
treatment combinations and their optimal sequencing over
multiple lines of treatment, because of the required amount
of time and resources and the rate at which new therapies
become available.
Further challenges remain regarding treatment sequencing in mCRC based on patient and disease characteristics
and previous treatment outcomes [20, 21]. To address these,
analyses of clinical trials have stratified efficacy estimates
from broad patient populations into clinically relevant subgroups based on, for example, age [22], tumor biomarkers [23, 24], and primary tumor site [25]. Several of these
factors, such as RAS mutation status and primary tumor
site, now guide the use of epidermal growth factor receptor
inhibitors, but there are as yet no established markers that
inform treatment decisions for chemotherapy and bevacizumab. Furthermore, clinical trials are limited in the number of patient and disease characteristic combinations they
can investigate, and combinations of a limited number of
characteristics only partly explain the variation in clinical
outcomes. Additionally, considering the success or failure
of previous interventions in clinical trials for second and
later lines of therapy adds to the required number of studies
to be performed. Hence, it may not be possible to address
challenges regarding treatment sequencing in mCRC by performing clinical trials only.
Observational studies based on real-world data (RWD)
have been recognized as a valuable source of evidence for

comparative effectiveness research in oncology, when evidence from clinical trials is not available or when results
from clinical trials only apply to a selected group of patients
[26, 27]. In mCRC, for example, RWD have been used to
describe observed treatment sequences, patient characteristics, and clinical outcomes [28], and to study the comparative effectiveness of FOLFOX and FOLFIRI sequencing (i.e.,
which chemotherapy doublet should be used in first-line and
which in second-line treatment [29]). RWD are also being
used to evaluate the prognostic role of inflammatory markers
in patients treated with bevacizumab [30]. Although observational studies are subject to selection bias, careful analysis of
RWD has the potential to provide valuable information on the
comparative effectiveness of different treatment sequences.
Regardless of whether clinical outcomes of different treatment sequences for a patient population are studied through
clinical trials or observational studies, it is challenging to
translate results from these studies into an optimal sequencing strategy that informs treatment decisions across multiple
lines of treatment. Simulation models developed based on
individual patient data of patient and disease characteristics
and treatment history have the potential to estimate the effectiveness, and impact, of different treatment combinations
and sequencing strategies for future patient subpopulations.
By applying such simulation models in combination with
optimization techniques, optimal treatment sequencing strategies for specific patient subpopulations may be identified.
As an initial step towards modeling sequences across multiple treatment lines, this study aimed to use simulation modeling methods based on RWD to evaluate first-line mCRC
treatment targeting with doublet chemotherapy with or without bevacizumab. A simulation model combining patient and
disease characteristics and conditional treatment outcomes to
estimate effectiveness of treatment sequencing strategies was
developed based on data from the Treatment of Recurrent and
Advanced Colorectal Cancer registry (TRACC) [31].

2 Methods
A discrete event simulation (DES; i.e., time-to-event simulation) was developed to simulate progression-free survival
(PFS) and overall survival (OS) (Fig. 1). Time-to-events in
the DES were simulated using two parametric survival models and one logistic regression—a survival model representing PFS for first-line treatment (Model L1-Time), a logistic
regression to distinguish between the competing events of
death during first-line treatment versus physician-defined
disease progression (Model L1-Event), and a survival model
representing OS for subsequent treatment lines or follow up
after first-line progression (Model LX-Time). More details
on how these models and the DES were developed and validated are provided in the following sections.
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2.1 Treatment of Recurrent and Advanced
Colorectal Cancer Registry (TRACC)
TRACC was established to collect RWD about the treatments and outcomes of consecutive patients diagnosed with
mCRC at multiple public and private hospitals across and
outside Australia [31]. To date, almost 3000 patients have
been enrolled in TRACC, and detailed patient and disease
characteristics, treatment history of primary disease, and
metastatic treatment motivation and outcomes across multiple treatment lines were all collected prospectively. TRACC
data have been used previously to assess, for example, trends
in biological agent use [32], primary tumor site impact on
PFS and OS [33], and PFS, OS, and several safety endpoints
for patients with an intact compared with a resected primary
tumor [34].

2.2 Data Cleaning and Categorization
For every variable in TRACC, unique values and distributions were evaluated for data entry errors and for combinations of values with a similar meaning, as inconsistencies
may have occurred following registry updates. As an example of a data entry error, a small number of patients had
progression dates prior to treatment start dates, resulting
in a negative PFS, and were excluded. Additionally, since
patients typically receive different chemotherapy drugs in
combination with a biological agent as part of first-line treatment, these different treatment combinations needed to be
categorized to allow patient selection (see Sect. 2.3). Following a previously used categorization strategy, chemotherapy regimens were categorized according to the most
intensive therapy, that is, singlet, doublet, or triplet chemotherapy (one, two, or three chemotherapy drugs given in
combination), and the biological agent according to the first
exposed biological [32].

2.3 Patient Inclusion
Patients treated in an Australian center, indicated for palliative-intent treatment, with a treatment start date after 1
January 2009 and before 1 June 2017, and with first-line
treatment categorized as doublet chemotherapy with or

without bevacizumab, were included for analysis. Physiciandefined treatment intent is captured in TRACC and was used
to determine whether treatment was administered with curative (e.g., resectable liver metastases), potentially curative
(may become resectable if an excellent response is achieved
to initial chemotherapy), or palliative goals. The timeframe
was chosen because bevacizumab was listed on the Australian Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme in 2009 and to allow for
a reasonable follow-up period to capture events.

2.4 Variables Considered for Inclusion in the Models
Candidate variables, transformations, and interactions for
both parametric survival models were identified considering their clinical relevance and number of observations. The
following variables were identified: age, gender, hospital
type (private or public), stage at diagnosis, primary tumor
site, presence of liver metastases, presence of peritoneal
metastases, number of metastatic sites, Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group (ECOG) performance status, Charlson
comorbidity index (not corrected for age), RAS mutation
status (mutated or wild type), and BRAF mutation status.
An interaction between the number of metastatic sites (1 or
2 vs > 2) and carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) level (< 200
vs ≥ 200) was identified. A treatment indicator (chemotherapy and bevacizumab vs chemotherapy only) was included
in all models. First-line PFS was included as a candidate
variable for modeling OS after first-line progression (Model
LX-Time) to make this survival model conditional on firstline treatment outcomes. An overview of all considered
transformations is provided in Supplementary Materials 1
[see electronic supplementary material (ESM)]. For both
survival models separately, each identified candidate variable and interaction was scored on its clinical relevance (i.e.,
low, moderate, or high) to guide variable selection in the
multivariable analysis [see Sect. 2.7 and Supplementary
Materials 2 (ESM)].

2.5 Missing Data
Data were missing for the following variables (% missing): stage at initial diagnosis of colorectal cancer (1%),
primary tumor site (2%), CEA level (9%), RAS mutation

Fig. 1  Graphical representation of the discrete event simulation model structure
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status (20%), and BRAF mutation status (57%). The substantial number of observations missing for RAS and BRAF
mutation status were due to this molecular testing not being
routinely assessed throughout the selected timeframe. Missing data for RAS and BRAF mutation status were partly
addressed by assuming that RAS and BRAF mutations are
mutually exclusive [35]. Remaining missing data for RAS
and BRAF mutation status and for other variables were
imputed 25 times using multiple imputation with chained
equations in 20 iterations [36, 37]. CEA level was imputed
using Bayesian linear regression, RAS and BRAF mutation
status were imputed using logistic regression, and stage at
diagnosis and primary tumor site were imputed using multinomial logit models. All variables were used as predictors. Post-processing was performed to correct a positive
BRAF mutation status to negative in the presence of a RAS
mutation.

2.6 Univariable Modeling
Univariable modeling was performed to determine which
distribution types would be used to parameterize the survival
models and which transformations would be used for each
variable in the multivariable modeling (see Sect. 2.7). First, a
distribution type was selected for each survival model based
on the likelihood and assessment of quantile–quantile plots
and Kaplan–Meier plots. After considering exponential,
Weibull, logistic, and log-normal distributions, a Weibull
distribution was selected to parameterize each survival
model (see Supplementary Materials 3 (ESM) for details).
Next, best-performing transformations were selected for
each survival model separately by fitting individual models
for each candidate transformation and comparing performance based on Wald test p-values. Final selection of the
transformation to be used was based on the average transformation rank over all 25 imputed datasets.

2.7 Multivariable Modeling of Survival
Two multivariable survival models Model L1-Time and
Model LX-Time were developed to represent PFS for firstline treatment and OS following progression after first-line
treatment accounting for subsequent treatment lines. To
take both clinical relevance and statistical performance of
variables into account, a comprehensive variable selection
procedure based on variables’ p-values was implemented for
both survival models. Variables considered highly relevant
were included regardless of their statistical performance,
whereas variables with a moderate or low clinical relevance
were included based on a backward or forward selection procedure based on their p-value, respectively. Treatment interactions were subsequently considered for all included variables and included based on a backward selection procedure

(see Supplementary Materials 4 (ESM) for details). Clinical
relevance was not considered for logistic regression Model
L1-Event, as it is difficult to define variables’ relevance in
distinguishing between multiple competing events, and all
candidate variables and their treatment interactions were
included based on a forward selection procedure. To further
value clinical relevance, relatively high p-value thresholds
were chosen: 0.3 for all backward selections and 0.2 for all
forward selections.
According to best practice for selection procedures using
imputed data, an exhaustive approach was taken to calculate
p-values for variables [38]. In each step of a selection procedure, a (survival or logistic regression) model was fitted
to all imputed datasets and Rubin’s rule [39] was applied
to combine these 25 models into one model, including its
total variance. Next, a Wald test p-value for each variable
was calculated based on this pooled model, combining all
coefficients that related to a specific variable. For example,
variable Age was modeled using a second-order polynomial
and, hence, inclusion or exclusion of Age as a variable was
based on the two Age coefficients combined.

2.8 Discrete Event Simulation (DES)
A DES was populated using Model L1-Time, Model
L1-Event, and Model LX-Time to simulate first-line PFS
and OS on an individual patient level, reflecting patient
heterogeneity and stochastic uncertainty (i.e., first-order
uncertainty) (Fig. 1). To handle progression and death as
competing events for first-line PFS, a unimodal joint distribution and regression model approach was implemented
using Model L1-Time and Model L1-Event [40]. Although
general guidance on implementing competing risks in DESs
suggests using multimodal distributions, this guidance is for
uncensored data [40]. Because our data had 6.5% censoring and time-to-event distributions overlapped substantially
(73%, Supplementary Materials 5, see ESM), it was decided
to use a unimodal distribution. Simulations were performed
for (subsets of) the TRACC patient population by randomly
sampling 20,000 patients with replacement from the corresponding observed patient group.

2.9 Probabilistic Analysis
Probabilistic analysis was performed to reflect parameter
uncertainty (i.e., second-order uncertainty). According to
best practice for DES [41], correlated sets of model parameter coefficients were obtained by applying Rubin’s rule [39]
over all imputed datasets in each of 10,000 bootstrap iterations performed to assess internal validity (see Sect. 2.10
and Fig. 2). The resulting sets of Model L1-Time, Model
L1-Event, and Model LX-Time coefficients were used to
perform 10,000 probabilistic analysis runs.
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2.10 Validation

2.11 Reproducibility and Availability of Material

Several statistical measures were used to evaluate models’
internal validity in terms of model discrimination (i.e., ability to distinguish between high- and low-risk individuals)
and calibration (i.e., agreement between observed and predicted outcomes) [42]. Regarding survival model discrimination, Uno et al.’s [43] modification of Harrel’s C-statistic
[44] was used to account for censoring. Two measures were
used to assess survival model calibration: (i) the regression
slope of the predicted Weibull scale parameter in a Coxregression model [45], and (ii) Demler et al.’s GreenwoodNam-D’Agostino statistic (GND) [46], which is a modification of Hosmer–Lemeshow’s statistic by D’Agostino and
Nam [47]. Essentially, the modified C-statistic compares all
possible patient pairs with respect to whether there is an
agreement in the predicted risk in terms of whether it is
higher or lower and their observed time-to-event or censoring time. In other words, it checks whether the time-to-event
for a patient is indeed higher if predicted risk of the event
is lower compared with another patient. The statistic is then
calculated as the proportion of correct classifications; higher
means better agreement. The GND assesses how well the
survival probability of risk subgroups as predicted by the
model (i.e., patients grouped based on the predicted probability of survival at a specific point in time) match the
observed probability of survival for those patients in the data
according to the Kaplan–Meier estimate. Both C-statistic
and GND were estimated at discrete timepoints: 0.5, 1, and
2 years. Additionally, GND requires a number of groups
to be specified in which patients are stratified according to
their predicted risk, for which 5 and 10 were chosen to assess
impact of this arbitrary decision. Internal validity of logistic regression Model L1-Event was assessed by excluding
patients for whom no event was observed and using Harrel’s
C-statistic for model discrimination [44]. To assess calibration, the regression slope of the predicted response of Model
L1-Event in a logistic regression model [48] and the Brier
score [49] were used.
Following best practice [50], nearly unbiased estimates
for all statistics were obtained by performing 10,000 bootstrap iterations (Fig. 2). In this process, the apparent performance of a model Dapp, which is obtained by validating
this model on all 25 imputed original datasets, is corrected
for model optimism O. This optimism O is calculated as the
difference between the internal validity of a bootstrap model
based on the bootstrap dataset Dboot and the original dataset
Dorigin [44, 50].
To validate the DES, simulated median time-to-events
and Kaplan–Meier plots (including confidence intervals
(CIs) based on 10,000 probabilistic analysis runs, see
Sect. 2.9) were compared with those observed.

All analyses and simulations were performed in R version
3.5.2 [51]. An online tool was made publicly available in
which dummy TRACC data can be visualized and simulations using the DES can be performed. Additionally, R code
written to perform all analyses and simulations was made
available to enhance transparency and reproducibility. All
these materials are available from https://personex.nl/resea
rch/mcrc-tracc/.

3 Results
Of 2689 patients treated in an Australian hospital contributing data to the TRACC registry, 871 patients met the
inclusion criteria. After excluding 4 of these patients due to
negative PFS, data from 867 patients remained for analysis.
Table 1 provides an overview of patient characteristics for
patients treated with or without bevacizumab in addition to
doublet chemotherapy (abbreviated as ChemBev and ChemOnly, respectively). There were more observations for the
ChemBev group (n = 676) compared with the ChemOnly
group (n = 191). Patients in the ChemBev group were significantly more likely to have received treatment in a private hospital, have a better ECOG performance status, and
a lower Charlson co-morbidity index. Significant differences
in RAS and BRAF status were found but are hard to interpret
because of the large amount of missing data. RAS status was
missing for 175 (20%) patients and BRAF status was missing
for 496 (57%) patients. These numbers were reduced to 174
(20%) and 354 (41%), respectively, by assuming RAS and
BRAF mutations to be mutually exclusive (see Sect. 2.5).
Post-processing of BRAF mutation status following multiple
imputation was only required in 0.35% of observations.
Model coefficients and 95% CIs are presented in Supplementary Materials 2 (see ESM). For survival Model
L1-Time, bias-corrected C-statistics were 0.65, 0.62, and
0.62 at 0.5, 1, and 2 years, respectively, indicating acceptable model discrimination. Regarding model calibration,
a bias-corrected slope for the predicted Weibull Scale of
0.996 indicated good calibration. Bias-corrected GNDs
(p-values) of 8.7 (0.07), 5.6 (0.23), and 4.0 (0.41) for five
risk groups, and 18.6 (0.03), 17.6 (0.04), and 12.7 (0.17) for
ten risk groups, at 0.5, 1, and 2 years, respectively, indicated
a good model calibration, except for short-term predictions
(see Sect. 4 for a discussion). A graphical representation
of uncorrected GNDs at 1 year is provided in Fig. 3, which
shows predicted values compared with the observed values for one randomly selected imputed dataset. For logistic regression Model L1-Event, a bias-corrected C-statistic
of 0.66 showed reasonable model discrimination. A biascorrected regression slope of 0.82 and Brier score of 0.09
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Fig. 2  Overview of the complete imputation and validation
process. PSA probabilistic
sensitivity analysis; *whether
Omean is subtracted from or
added to Dapp depends on the
performance measure
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showed good model calibration. Bias-corrected C-statistics
for survival Model LX-Time of 0.70, 0.68, and 0.67 at 0.5,
1, and 2 years, respectively, indicated a reasonable model
discrimination, and a bias-corrected slope for the predicted
Weibull Scale of 0.998 indicated good calibration. Biascorrected GNDs and p-values of 12.0 (0.02), 1.1 (0.90), and
5.6 (0.23) for five risk groups, and 26.9 (< 0.01), 11.3 (0.26),
and 13.3 (0.15) for ten risk groups, at 0.5, 1, and 2 years,
respectively, indicated good calibration, except for shortterm predictions (also see Fig. 3).
Simulated Kaplan–Meier plots were similar to those
observed (Fig. 4). For first-line treatment, the simulated median days until progression (95% CIs) were 199
(171–228) and 308 (289–328), and observed medians
were 171 (155–210) and 304 (280–329), for ChemOnly
and ChemBev, respectively (Fig. 4a). Simulations yielded
a median of 1171 days (1013–1392) for time until death
during first-line treatment for ChemBev, and the observed
median was 1055 days (Fig. 4b). No observed confidence
intervals for ChemBev nor any information for ChemOnly
regarding this time-to-event could be estimated due to a
low number of events. Regarding OS after first-line treatment, simulated median days were 200 (161–242) and 266
(243–292), and observed medians were 193 (153–243) and
270 (237–308) for ChemOnly and ChemBev, respectively
(Fig. 4c). In the simulation, 11.6% (7.1–16.6) of patients
died on first-line treatment in the ChemOnly group, whereas
death was observed as event for 11.0% of the patients in the
data, and for 6.8% of patients no event was observed. For
ChemBev, 10.3% (7.9–12.9) of deaths were simulated, and
death was observed as event for 9.2% of patients in the data,
with 6.4% of patients being censored.
Exploratory scenario analyses using the DES estimated
the impact of selecting the treatment most likely to be effective in terms of PFS on an individual level. These analyses
estimated that median first-line PFS (95% CI) of 219 (25%)
patients increased from 175 days (156–199) to 269 days
(246–294) if a different treatment was selected (Fig. 5). On
a population level, this resulted in an estimated improved
median first-line PFS of 288 days (270–307) compared
with 265 days (248–280) as observed from the data. For
168 (77%) of these patients, ChemBev treatment was targeted rather than ChemOnly (observed), whereas ChemOnly rather than ChemBev (observed) was targeted for 51
(23%) patients. As expected, based on the model coefficients
(Supplementary Materials 2, see ESM), patients for whom
ChemOnly was targeted rather than ChemBev typically had
an ECOG performance score of 2 or more (53%) or a CEA
level of 200 or more and one or two metastatic sites (51%).
All these patients had also been treated in a private hospital.
Most of the patients for whom ChemBev was targeted rather
than ChemOnly had an ECOG performance score of 0 or 1
(86%).

Table 1  Patient characteristics for the doublet chemotherapy only
(ChemOnly) and doublet chemotherapy with bevacizumab (ChemBev) treatment strategies
ChemOnly

ChemBev

Number of patients
191
676
Age
63 (14)
63 (12)
Gender
Male
118 (62)
407 (60)
Female
73 (38)
269 (40)
Hospital type
Public
115 (60)
337 (50)
Private
76 (40)
339 (50)
Stage at diagnosis
Locally advanced
8 (4)
35 (5)
Stage I
0 (0)
11 (2)
Stage II
10 (5)
35 (5)
Stage III
21 (11)
95 (14)
Stage IV
151 (79)
491 (73)
Missing
1 (1)
9 (1)
Primary tumor site
Left colon
73 (38)
261 (39)
Right colon
51 (27)
213 (32)
Colon NOS
13 (7)
26 (4)
Rectum
51 (27)
165 (24)
Missing
3 (2)
11 (2)
Number of metastatic sites
1
91 (48)
256 (38)
2
55 (29)
254 (38)
3
33 (17)
123 (18)
4
9 (5)
36 (5)
5
3 (2)
6 (1)
6
0 (0)
1 (0)
Liver metastases
Yes
127 (66)
465 (69)
No
64 (34)
211 (31)
Peritoneum metastases
Yes
53 (28)
185 (27)
No
138 (72)
491 (73)
ECOG performance status
0
51 (27)
284 (42)
1
95 (50)
344 (51)
2
34 (18)
43 (6)
3
11 (6)
5 (1)
Charlson Comorbidity Index (age-unadjusted)
0
127 (66)
487 (72)
1
27 (14)
125 (18)
2
22 (12)
41 (6)
3
7 (4)
18 (3)
≥4
8 (4)
5 (1)
CEA level
Recorded
726 (5254)
478 (2049)
Missing
19 (10)
61 (9)

p value
0.571
0.739

0.014**

0.294

0.361

0.168

0.606

0.926

< 0.001***

0.001***

0.546
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4 Discussion

Table 1  (continued)

RAS status
Mutated
Wild-type
Missing
BRAF status
Mutated
Wild-type
Missing

ChemOnly

ChemBev

p value

56 (29)
72 (38)
63 (33)

247 (37)
317 (47)
112 (17)

< 0.001***

12 (6)
52 (27)
127 (66)

41 (6)
266 (39)
369 (55)

0.006***

Values represent the count (%) for categorical variables and mean
(SD) for continuous variables
CEA carcinoembryonic antigen, ECOG Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group, NOS not otherwise specified
Significance levels: *< 0.10; **< 0.05; ***< 0.01

Simulations for specific subgroups of patients can be performed using the DES through the online tool that is available at: https://personex.nl/research/mcrc-tracc/.

Fig. 3  Illustration of the
Greenwood–Nam–D’Agostino
statistic, showing predicted vs
observed risks for a, b first-line
progression (Model L1-Time)
and c, d overall survival after
progression (Model LX-Time),
and the impact of selecting a, c
5 risk groups and b, d 10 risk
groups, at a 1-year timepoint
and for one of the imputed
datasets

To our knowledge, this is the first mCRC simulation model
that reflects patient heterogeneity based on RWD, combining
patient and disease characteristics and conditional treatment
outcomes, which can be used to estimate the effectiveness of
different treatment combinations for specific patient subpopulations. Incorporation of RWD into simulation techniques
has the potential to identify optimal treatment sequencing strategies for specific patient subpopulations, which is
unlikely to ever be achieved by performing clinical trials
because of an infeasible number of studies required to test
all sequences and all patient subsets. Although simulations
have been used in mCRC to estimate the cost effectiveness
of, for example, bevacizumab in multiple countries [52],
several common treatment sequences [53, 54], and KRAS
testing to target cetuximab treatment [55], these simulation
studies did not account for patient heterogeneity and, therefore, cannot be used to identify optimal treatment strategies.
Furthermore, RWD has been used previously to evaluate the
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Fig. 4  Observed vs simulated Kaplan–Meier plots for the discrete
event simulation model, including the number of events in the corresponding patient groups and 95% confidence intervals (colored
surface) based on the Kaplan–Meier estimate (observed) and based
on the probabilistic sensitivity analysis (simulated), for a time-to-progression for patients who progress on first-line treatment, b time-todeath for patients who die on first-line treatment, and c time-to-death
after progression for patients who progress on first-line treatment

overall outcome of different treatment sequences for mCRC
in general [29], but as this study did not employ simulation

modeling methods, no alternative treatment strategies, compared with what is in the registry, could be considered.
The multivariable survival models presented in this manuscript are versatile as they can be utilized in future studies
to model progression-free and overall survival for first-line
treatment of mCRC using doublet chemotherapy with or
without bevacizumab. For example, the survival models can
be used beyond DES to derive patient-level transition probabilities in state-transition models reflecting heterogeneity.
When using results from this study, modelers should understand and acknowledge the limitations to our study as we
describe below, as well as the characteristics of the patient
population from which they were derived.
Given that a recent methodological review highlighted
the need for improved reporting on validation of health economic models for mCRC [56], we performed and reported
extensive validation efforts required to assess the suitability
of the DES to inform decision making. Although the internal
validation showed reasonable to good performance, these
statistics are hard to interpret and subject to several arbitrary
decisions. For example, C-statistics for survival models do
not take into account time differences between individuals,
which implies that classifying a patient that progressed at
day 100 to be at higher risk than a patient that progressed at
day 95 is as incorrect as classifying a patient that progressed
at day 500 as at higher risk than a patient that progressed
at day 40. Hence, a discrimination statistic that considers
the distance between individuals would be preferred, though
we are not aware of such a statistic. Another aspect that
should be considered when interpreting statistics such as
the C-statistic and GND for survival models is the timepoints at which these are evaluated. For the GND specifically, the selected number of risk groups may also impact
model performance outcomes. Furthermore, depending on
the intended use of survival models, either model discrimination or calibration may be considered more important.
Here, the aim is to predict different time-to-events for an
individual and model calibration may be considered most
relevant. Finally, it is unknown how model performance is
influenced by modeling the time-to-event of two competing events (i.e. progression and death) using one parametric
survival model.
This study shows that there is potential for translational
research using RWD and simulation techniques; however,
it is subject to limitations associated with using this source
of evidence. First, only 191 patients were included for the
ChemOnly treatment strategy compared with 676 patients
for the ChemBev strategy, whereas clinical trials would
have typically yielded groups of similar sizes. The impact
of the relatively low sample size for the ChemOnly strategy
is illustrated in Fig. 4b, which shows that the low number of
deaths seen in ChemOnly patients results in a markedly different-looking curve compared with the ChemBev strategy.
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Fig. 5  Kaplan–Meier plots
illustrating the progression-free
survival (solid lines) and 95%
confidence intervals (dashed
lines) for the personalized
treatment strategy compared
with treatment as observed in
the data, for a the patients that
switch treatment according to
the personalized treatment strategy and b the complete patient
population

Additionally, significant differences were observed in important prognostic patient characteristics, such as ECOG performance status, highlighting the risk of selection bias as one
of the potential drivers of differences in survival outcomes.
Although only patients with a palliative treatment intent
were included and multivariable models were developed, it
cannot be assumed that the possibility of selection bias in
the treatment effect coefficients has been fully eliminated.
Use of propensity score weighting or matching to address
selection bias could be investigated, however this may result
in increased uncertainty surrounding simulation outcomes
given the low number of patients for the ChemOnly strategy
and expected loss of (effective) sample size.
The study methods have certain limitations. A different
treatment categorization strategy could have been applied,
which might have resulted in inclusion of a different patient
population. Also, patients could have been restricted to those
treated at a later moment in time to reduce the proportion
of missing values for the RAS and BRAF mutational status.
However, this would have decreased the number of observations substantially, being particularly troublesome for the
ChemOnly treatment strategy. We excluded patients treated
with first-line chemotherapy plus an epidermal growth factor receptor inhibitor due to small numbers, but this strategy needs to be considered in future modeling as uptake is
increasing, particularly among patients with left-sided RAS
wild-type tumors [32]. Finally, a rather inclusive variable
selection procedure with high p-value thresholds was implemented to value clinical relevance. Although other thresholds, procedures, and criteria, such as using the Akaike
information criterion, could have been used, it is unknown
whether this would have resulted in different models.
Despite challenges regarding the selection and interpretation of validation measures, an important question is when
models are to be considered ‘good enough’; that is, when
are simulations accurate enough to be useful? Although no

minimum level of performance was defined beforehand,
performance was considered sufficient to estimate population-level outcomes. Therefore, the simulation model can
be used to assess the impact of different treatment decisions
at the population level; for example, to evaluate observed
differences between treatments as observed from the data
and clinical practice according to the clinical guidelines. A
next step in order to increase the informative value of the
DES would be to add further first-line treatment outcomes,
such as best-achieved response and quality of life, as well as
second-line treatment and outcomes. Additionally, treatment
costs and costs of treating adverse events may be added to
provide information on the cost effectiveness of different
treatment sequencing strategies. Using such an approach
to simulation of health economic outcomes, optimization
algorithms can be applied to obtain insights into key costeffectiveness drivers and, ultimately, identify a personalized
sequencing strategy that optimizes clinical outcomes given
certain resource constraints. Although such personalized
simulations have great potential for providing information on
challenging treatment sequencing questions, they also pose
questions regarding how complex these simulations can get
before stakeholders no longer understand (and believe) them.
Based on the performance of multivariable survival models and general limitations of using RWD, the model presented in this manuscript aims to estimate population-level
outcomes; however, it is important to note that this simulation modeling approach is not yet appropriate to inform
treatment decisions at the individual patient level as this
requires further external validation. While the estimation of
survival outcomes of treatment combinations was the main
objective of this study, a second goal was to demonstrate and
advance the use of RWD to develop patient-level models in
general. For instance, we developed and used R code for
variable selection for parametric survival distributions based
on multiple imputed datasets. This code has been made
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available with this manuscript to help future work in this
space, as missing data are common in RWD. Additionally,
we developed R code and demonstrated performance measures for validating multivariable survival models, which is
useful for future health economic modeling studies.

5 Conclusions
This study has demonstrated and explored the development
and validation of a DES utilizing RWD to estimate PFS and
OS for different first-line treatment combinations for specific
mCRC patient subgroups. Importantly, we found that targeting bevacizumab for specific mCRC subgroups can potentially increase PFS in our real-world patient cohort. These
findings show that simulation models utilizing RWD have
potential to optimize treatment sequencing strategies for
specific patient subpopulations when data from randomized
studies are lacking. However, suitability of simulations for
this purpose should be assessed by thorough and transparent
validation. Researchers are encouraged to utilize the multivariable survival models and R code that have been made
publicly available with this manuscript, whereas others may
explore the online tool that allows for data exploration and
simulations using the DES.
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